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EXPRESS 1060 ARTISAN MOULDER
Gentle roller system, extra-long pressure plates and full height side
guides for consistent results. Designed for high protein flour and long
fermentation doughs for artisan breads. Handles all your bread products
from 1/2 oz to 7 Ibs. with pressure plates from 3" to 22" wide. For
moulding: Artisan breads, baguettes, challah & pretzels, tapered rolls &
bolillos.
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EXPRESS 1260 PRODUCTION MOULDER
Same features as the Express 1060 & 220 but with an extra set of over-
sized rollers for firm or skinned doughs coming from an overhead bread
system, moulds up to 4000 Ibs/hr. Extra-long pressure plates to give the
dough more time to form the correct length. Handles the most difficult
dough with up to 15% protein flour.
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EXPRESS 220 BREAD & ROLL MOULDER
The low loading height is perfect for set up with a single row divider and
can produce up to 4,200 pieces per hour. Gentle spring loaded roller
system for moulding the same products as the Express 1060 but perfect
for a set up with a single row divider. Curved bolillo plates are available.

EXPRESS 300S HIGH SPEED BUN LINE
Feeds directly from your multi-row divider from one to eight pockets.
This dual row moulder has been specifically designed for high speed
production and to help reduce labour costs. Capacity up to 12,000 piec-
es/hr of 12" long subs and demi-baguettes, bolillos, bread
sticks, hoagies, etc.
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EXPRESS 1260SS PRODUCTION MOULDER
Same features as the Express 1260 with the added durability of stainless
steel. Extra-long pressure plates to give the dough more time to form the
correct length. Optional C-1848SS Pick-Up conveyor for more panning
time.
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EXPRESS 220 IF11 SIMPLEX 38B-XL
COMBINATION

Ultra low infeed belt loading height, a gentle spring
loaded roller system and a long pressure plate sys-
tem is combined with our Simplex B Series Convey-
or Moulder. For moulding long baguettes, soft pret-
zels, Cuban loaves and other long and difficult to
form products.
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